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UNDERGRADUATE 'WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN
COLLEGES OF LIBERAL ARTS AND UNIVERSI7
TIES.

GENERAL 1EPORT.
A

The work of this committee has beeii done in large part by three
subcommittees, as follows:

1. On menus colleges.
2. On women's. colleges;
3. On Coeducational colleges.
The 'facts presented in these reports have been gathered from 60

or more leading "colleges by the Bureau of Education through the
use of. a questionnaire, and have been supplemented materially from
the catalogues and by special correspondence carried' on by, the
subcomthittee on colleges for men, tind by a special short list 'of
questions. circulated by the subcommittee on coeducational colleges.
By these means over 100 colleges were included in our survey.

To tlieA e reports the commidoe as a whole, (hire to subjoin a
brief commentary;

The practical uniformity found in the amount of mathematics
required for admissioil to the collegeS shows that iii this particular
we have nearly attained a condition of equilibrium; the secondary-
school teacher is not hamperedi diversitywork by diver ity of standards.

m-Accordingly, most schools now fit students for many colleges, and
very little direct criticism from the single college reaches or affects.
them. Some more effective and stimulative mode of interaction, as
through associations, is yet to -be developed. .Standardization has
been' our aim, and we record Ito fact that, temporarily at leae4t;the
mathematics of the secondary school is standardized, and the preva.6
lent minimum is two and one-halfyearsone year of plane geornetry,
one and one-half years of algebra. Some colleges have.imposed and
later have withdrawn a requirement of solid geometry. We may
venture an inference that the coining decade will not see any increase
in the total requirement.

Upon studies required of undergraduates there is at present'
nearly the same unanimity, an'amount much.greater than a ceniury
ago, but probably less than the average of 40 years ago. Very
few students are allowed to graduate without a year's mathematics
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.6 MATHEMATICS IN COLLEGES, AND! UNIVERSITIES.

in college, ordina ily at least solid geometry and trigonometry.
To explain the requirement of analytic geometry and .calculus, so
frequent in small colleges prior to .1880, we need only. to remember
the paucity of courses that small.collekes were able to tfrer, owing

..to their comparative poverty. Increasing resource; have brought
multiplication of elective stmties, and so have permitted the lessen-
ing of the requirement in mathematics, as in other departments.
Concerning mathematical studies offered as electives to under-
graduates; trom the nature of things uniformity is not to be expected;
the predominance of two well-marked groups of subjects shows
that Isollege instructors are in substantial agreement upon the essen-
tials for t student 'spe-cializing in this department; beyond this;
although it might be economically desirable, educational theory ir
not yet competent to draw a precise boundary between :subjects- of,
college grade and those of university grade. .

One noteworthy thing is this, .that. branches of modern mathe-
matics marking successive.steps in the progress, of tthis science still
remain isolated as subjects of instruction, separate also from the
older theories. Little blending has..yet occurred. 'or confluence of
these tributaries into a homogeneous stream. Only within a decade

ere found any indication of purposeful progress. toward the
bination and con.sdlidatio'n of *accidentally, severed tines of

a ematical thinking. Probably not until' pesArtes, Newton.
Lobacevskyi Gitiois, and Hamilton become dim names in the mists
of antiquity will the' characteristic thoughts of all pervade the whole
..4f mathematical instruction. Ye.t toward such an end every college
teacher of the present. day might contribute his little. Habitual
ways pf thinking do influence habits in teaching; laid the unre-
mittittg effort to recast. and bring into relation the old and new in
one!: own ever-shifting horizwn must produce, by slow integra,tion,
appreciable' results in the doctrine or. 'mode of thought that one
imparts too students4..

In the reports of two sutieommittees some statistics are given of
the number of men trained in universitieq and now teaching college
mathematics. The very great increase in such teachers during
two decades past indicates two, things: A broader knowledge of the
held of mathematics, and the acquisition of .dint has been called the
research attitude,In the leading members of our professiow in this
country. These things Make for stronger teaching, and it. does not
seem that they have been unduly emphasized as yet. But that
we need at present to seek also intenpification, to attach more inipor-
tance to details, to increase where possible the content rather than
the 'exteht of our teaching, is believed by many.. One evidence
of this is the large' output in recent years of mediocre textbooks.
A deeper study of one's particular subject, with attention to vivid-
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ness in presentation, 'shot .surely produc0 more radical departures
from type, more extremes of 'specialized excAence. Further mi.
dente is the scarcity of pedagogical papers in the programs of
mathematical societies. Still, it .is proper to repeat the, positive
conclusion, not to be obscured or belittled,' that colhige teaching
in the past 10, or 15 years has become rapidly pertheated with more
modern theories; bas acquired the distinctive spirit of the natural
sciences, and has tended to be conduked more and more in the
research manner. -

FinOly, two other infereiiceS may be gittherqd from The data Itild
the reports' of our subcommittees: .

First. College departments of mathematics 13(1 irnprove4.1 by
closer internal organization and' sprit de cqrps, by more frequent..

discu4ion.over

the details of elementary courses, and by systematic'
study 'of the specific results attained in each .course short,' by
.orginic self-criticism.. . .

Seconft The secondary 'schools, aneColleg6is' no le* could achieve
more permhnent results if they insisted Upon teachers having. skAfic
training of a pedagogic ki(1 in diose.;:aibjects In which largo classes
are to be elcpected.

SUBCOMMITTEE 1. MEN'S 6QLLEGE§.
4 elf

/ SOURCES OF INFORMATION.

The information on _which t be followingreport i based was obtaineds
in part from the. answers to the "Questioniiitire on the Teiching of
Mathematits in Universities, C011eges, and *FrechnologicafSchools or
Departments" sent out by, the trnited States, Commissioner of tilu-
ciktion, Dr. Elmer Ellsworth Brown, and iii Art, from the catalogues
of the men's colleges. considered. While replies to the questionnaire
eanic from only '17 men's colleges, that number included institutions
pf so varied character as to 'make the list a fairly representative one.
Catalogues were requested from .98 4nstitutions; and the catalogues
of '76 men's colleges and universities were received. These were
carefully consnitetr for such appropriate data as they 'contained.
Of these. 76 institutions, all tre;Of collegiate or university grade, to
the extent of offering a 3 or 4 years' 'course of residential study lead-
ing to the degree of.A. B:, S. B., Litt. B., Ph. IL, or other' .degree of
similar rani which the institution confers, AU admit men only to the
undergraduate courses, and all are locited in the United States. The
list includes all of the larger and better-known men's colleges, but
fails to comprise many 'of the smeller sectarian :ind, particularly,
Roman Catholic institutions, since in these instances the requests for
catalogues or other informIttion brought few responses.



MATHEMATICS IN, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

DEGREES HELD BY TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS.

In an -..attemptto ascertain how much of graduate study had been
done by the members of the mathematical staffs of these 76 institu-
tions, as 'shown by the academic degrees in course held by them, it
was found that 26 of the 76 institutions published in their catalogues
either no degrees at all after the names of their teachers or a mani-
festly incomplete list. Thus., many Romer Catholic colleges, 'and
such ern institution as the United States Military Academy, had to be
omitted. There were left 50 colleges and universities from the catti-
logues of which the following facts were obtained: The total number
of teachers of mathematics with rank as high as instructor in these
institutionsiwas 192. s Of these 192 men, 88 held the degree of .doctOr
of philosophy, 69 had no higher degree than that of master, *29 had
not gone further than the bachelor's degree, and 6 had no bachelor's
degree but an engineering degree instead. Remembering, then, that
the degree mentioned is in each instance the highest degree in course

'held by the 'man concerned, it was found that, of these 50 institutions,
mathematics teachers with the doctor's degree were listed in 29 (58
per cent); with the master's degree in 40 (80 per cent); with a bache-
lor's degree in 21 (42 per cent); and with an engineering degiree in
4 (8 per cent). Of these same 50 institutions, 29 (58 per cent), as
above stated, had at least 1 mathematics teacher with a doctor's
degree; 18 (36 per cent) had no teacher of mathematics with degree
higher than the master's; and 3 (6 per cent) had no such teacher with
degree higher than B. A. or B. S. Naturally the larger institutions,
and particularly those offering graduate courses, have the larger
proportion of teachers with high academic,,degrees. Thus Princeton
has 13 men in its mathematical staff who have the doctor's degree,
Yale (with the Sheffield Scientific School) has 11, Columbia 9, the
University of Pennsylvania 8, Harvard 7, Johns Hopkins and Wil-
liam 4 each, and Brown 3. Of the 50 institutions considered, these
8 have of the 88' teachers of mathematics who hold degrees as
high as thoiloctor's.1

It appears to be true that the highest percentage of doctor's degrees
is found. among the teachers between 30 and 45 years of age. Many
of the 'Alder teachers did their graduate studying in the days when
the doctor's degree in course was very seldom conferred in American
institutions; and many of the youriger teachers have turned from
their courses .of graduate study to gain experience in teaching before
proceeding to the point of the conferment of the coveted 'doctor's
dektee. Hers and there one finds a rnathemitician of good standing
who .has.cliosepi to scorn- the prescribed course of study of whioh the
goal is the doctoral this .and examination, but such men are very

1 These numbers will stand as follows for the year 191041: Princeton, 12; Yale, 8; Calumbia, 13; the
Univessity of Pennsylvania, 10; Harvard, 10; Johns Hopkins, 4; Williams; 4; and Brawn, 3.



MEN 'S COLLEGES. 9

few in the list of the American teachers of mathematics.. As an
asset.for the young teacher who is aspiring to a position in an Ameri-
can college, the doctor's degree aPpears to have grown in value stead-
ily. This growth will naturally continue if the American universities
continue to offer, .as leading to the doctor's degree, those wisely
selected courses in the higher mathematics which tend to develop
best the student's interest and powerv.

'VARIETY OF BACKELOR'S DEGREES.

While the degree of bachelor of arts is given in course for under-
graduate work by practically every college and university considered,
and has the advantageous position 'among bachelor's degrees which
years and numbers secure, many of the institutions confei the degree
of bachelor of science, and some--comparatively few .give in the
same way the degrees of bachelor of letters and bachalor of philoso-
phy. Mathematics is one of the subjects offered as contribtifing to
the qualification for all of these bachelor's degrees and is required
in almost every instance, at least to the extent of the usual freshman
course, as a part of the work leading to the degrees.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND RELATED DEPARTMENTS
ORGANIZATION.

In most institutions the department of mathematics is a separate
department, and sometimes appears as two separate departments,
mathematics and applied mathematics. 9-The department with which
it is combined, when combintttion occurs, as in the case of some small
colleges; is most frequently either that of astronomy or that of phys-
ics. While the staff of instructors in. mathematics makes up the
department of mathematics, the members of the various depart-
ments constitute a faculty which has general control of those depart-
ments; this faculty is the only faculty in 'the institution in the case
of most of the smaller colleges and is one of several in the universi-
ties and larger colleges, the faculties Were being known as the faculty
of arts and sciences, the faculty of engineering, etc. In every faculty.
giving undergraduate, instruction there appears a department of
mathematics of some form or other; and where the departments are
rated as of varying prominence and of different grades, that of
mathematics is regularly "found among those of the largest promi-
nence or highest grade; it is seldom, if. ever, rated as. of secondary
importance as compared with the departments of other subjects of
undergraduate study. In several instances it stands first in the pita-
logue arrangemegt of departments and in published lists of subjects
in which instruction is given. It is fair to state that in the American
colleges for men mathematics appears to be losing none of the im-
portance which has been accorded to it Since colleges were first.
established,

,

1008609,..-11
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10 MATHEMATJCS IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

RELATION OF THE DEPARTMENT' OF VATHEMATICS TO THE FACULTY.

Instances are rare where the department of mathematics is inde-
pendent of the faculty, in which it has membership, to the extent of
Changing its policy widely or introducing important changes in the
courses which it offers without Submitting the proposed changes to
the faculty for approval. While, however, marked departures from
existing usages in the department of mathematics would seek ap-
proval in advance at the hands of the faculty, there is no evidence that
the control of the department by the faculty is a dogmatic one or that
it extends to matters of mere administrative. detail. While the ap-
proval of the faculty is usually necessary for the offering of a new
course or the extension in time or dropping of an old one, such ap-
proval is unnecessary in most colleges for the introduction of a new
method of instruction in an old course or for alterations in the subject
matter of a course. In a few institutions it appears that the depart-
ment is wholly independent of the control of the faculty.

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT.

Where more than a single individual constitutes the staff of the
department, somewhat of internal organization, either formal, or in-
formal to the extent of being wholly undefined, exists. The senior
member Of the department staff is ordinarily its nominal head and
takes the lead in determining the general. arrangement of courses,
the assignment of courses to their instructors, the method and the
subject matter of the Courses,. the textbooks to, be used, tc. In*:

ifsome cases the head of the department reports that he " abso-
lute,' having full control .of the department and its members ; in
others all teachers are -" made to feel independerit," while evidently
subject to the authority of the head; in others "practically no serious
influence or control is exercised by the senior teachers or by. the head
of die department over junior. teachers." Probably the general
usage is fairly characterized by the statement that .the head of the
department " may direct, but usually cooperates," or that he " con-
trols by advice." The head of the department is, in one case at least,
chosen by vote 0 the members of the staff of the department and is
'frequently not the senior member, but the unwritten rule which con-
stitutes the senior professor the head of the department is the one
most commonly followed.

The opinion and advice of the head of the department are generally
sought' and followed in the appointment of new instructors and as-
sistints, as well as in the promotion of members of the staff, and this
constitutes one of his chief sources of influence in his department.

RELATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS' TO THE DEPARTMENT.
'arIt is not customary for members of the departmen

instructed or directed at
. i.by administrative

t of mathematics
officers in the '.con r
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duct of their instruction as to either subject matter or methods.
The decision of itil questions of this sort is regularly left to the de-
partment, and it is very unusual for any4occasion to arise for the en-
forcement of authority on the part of the head of the department; a
conference of the staff of the department ordinarily leads to harmo-
nious agreement on any question pertaining to the department. Yet
it is reorted from one college that administrative officers do direct
the members of the department as to both subject matter and methods.

DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHING.

In the distribution of teaching it is customary for every qualified
member of the mathematical staff to have part from time to time in
both the elementary and thipodupted courses. The junior teachers
give the larger part of the elementary instruction and the senior
teachers give the larger part of tho advanced instruction; but no mem-
ber of the department whose training fits him for some of the more
advanced courses is required to confine himself to freshman or sopho-
more work, permanently. The reasons for this general distribution
of teaching are that, for the welfare of the student, the more expe-
rienced teachers should share in the elementary work and that, for
the sake of the pleasure and the progress of the junior teacher him-
self, some of the advanced work should fall at least occasionally to
his lot. Still, some institutions report that "no principleskare fol-
lowed in the distribution of instruction; in others, "as a run, senior
teachers take the advanced subjects," and in still others the "rule of
seniority".is "well observed," implying undoubtedly either a first
choice on the part of the senior teacJier or else the allotment to him
of the advanced courses. 'Experience seems to have established that
the best welfare of all concerned demands that there be frequent
interchange of courses between teachers and that the junior teachers
have their share of the advanced courses.

DEPARTMENT MEETINGS.

When the number of -those teaching mathematics in the institution
is large enough to make the holding of meetings feasible, it is cus-
tomary for such meetings to be held. Sometimes.these are regular.
and stated meetings, but more often they are informal and appointed
only when circumstances seem to demand. Wbile scientific matters
are poly to be discussed on all such occasions, the conferences are
usually called for the discussion of current teaching, the adoption of
methods, the selection of textbooks, etc. The formal presentation of
scientific papers is usually reserved for the

such
of some larger

scientific organization within the college, such as the science associa-
tion, where all the departments of science unite, the mathenaatical-
physical society, where the. physics- teacprs join the mathematios
teacheis, ore 6 other-.other-. made-uforgan*ation.1



12 MATHEMATICS IN. COLLAGES AND UNIYERSITERS.

SEPARATION OF ENGINEERING AND NON-ENG br STUDENTS.
Collegiate and technological students are ordinarily taught in the

same 'classes in the smaller institutions, While this arrangement
seems the result of a desire for economy in some instances, it is et-
plained in one case as justified by the fact that 'a class for either class
of students should include both the practical .and theoretical." In
one of the large universities "undergraduates intending to study
engineering may take their elemental-7 mathematical courses in the
mathematical department or the engineering department at pleas-
ure, and so may students not intending to become engineers. For
would-be engineering students, there is supposed to be a saving of
time in taking the latter &mimes rather than the former, and the.result
is that a large proportion of them choose accordingly." In most
institutions where the equipment permits the offering of separate
courses for engineering and non-engineering students, the.two classes
are assigned to their work in mathematics accordingly.

MECHANICS, DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY, ETC.

Among the subjects taught by the mathematical department,
mechanics and descriptive geometry are often included, to the extent
of at least one course in each, while in many instances surveying and
mechanical drawing also are found. In one.small college the depart-
ment of mathematics gives three semesters of work in descriptive
geometry and a semester course in mechanical drawing; in another,
the professor of surveying and mechanical drawing is not a member
of the department of mathematics; and in numerous small colleges
no courses at .all in-mechanics or descriptive geometry are given.

METHOD OF APPOINTMENT OF TEACHERS OF MATIWMATICS.

It is the well-nigh invariable Usage" for vacancies in the mathe-
matical staff to be filled by the vote of the governing corporation,
generally known as the board of trustees, corporation, or board of
overseers. The official nomination-is brought to the board by the
president and comes to him in some cases on his Owls initiative, but
more often at.the.suggestion of the head of the department, or some-
times by the formal ballot of the department. An appointment is
seldom made without a personal conference between the candidate
and the president or some member of the department or both. Ordi-
narily, as, the college grows, the president depends more and more
on the judgmegit of the members -of the mathematical staff fOrsthe
selection. of new teachers of mathematics.

pumas IN RECENT- YEARS:

Among the changes that havercome during the past few years the
. most marked is the offering of more work in the applications of

mathematics. New courses in mechanics, descriptiv and pm.
jectiTe geontetryl survffing, and mechanical 'drawing, have been
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introduced in many colleges. To give these courses, more teachers
have been needed .and the mathematical staff has accordingly grown
appreciably in size. Furthermore, the growth of nearly every one
of the American colleges in the number of students in attendance
has been marked during the past decade and has resulted in a large
increase in the number of teachers of mathematics, in addition to the
increase due to the offering of new courses in applied mathematics.

The reports of the United States Commissioner of Educati6n show
that the 76 men's colleges here considered had an attendance of
16,672 students in 1898 and 25,412 in 1908. This shows an increase
of 52 per cent for the *chosen period- of 10 years. The 76 institutions
contained an average of 222 students each in 1898 and 338" students
each in 1908. Furthenhore, only 12 of the 76 institutions show a
decrease in students during that, decade, and the decrease is so slight
as to be disregarded in all but three or four cases.

CHANGES STILL TO ,BE. DESIRED.

No well- defined motion of the changes still to be desired in the
directions thus far discussed exists in the minds'of the average math-
ematical staff. The majority of those formulating any ideal express
it as involving still further enlargement of the teaching staff to enable
more courses to be given, particularly in applied mathematics, and to
make possible the giving of all mathematical instruction to divisions
of small size.- One professor suggests 15 men as the maximum that
should ever be taught mathematics in a single division, since no larger
number can receive the requisite amount of individual attention in
the classroom for the securing of the best results.

The size of many of 'the departments of mathematics appears to
warrant the holding of more frequent department meetings. The
esprit de corps of the department and the productivity of its mem-
bers in lines of research will both gain much advantage from the
holding of regularly appointed meetings for the discussion of general

mathematical quOstions. The help which the young instructor
obtains from a presentation to his associates of the replts of_ his
own investigations is very great; and every instructor will be 'much
surer of keeping his mathematical interests alive if he knows that
an opportunity will be afforded him every month to give an account
of his progress to the other members of his department. It seems
desirable, therefore, that every department of mathematics which has
as many as 3 members hold regular conferences for the encpurage-
ment of mathematical research.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS IN .MATHEMATICS.

The catalogues of the 76 institutions considered .show that 37
varieties of adniission requirements in mathematics are made .at
those 76 colleges and universities. Accepting, as the norm of admis-

riquirements sigebis, through quadratics (including ratio and
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proportion, progressions, and. the binomial theorem with positive
integral exponents) and the usual textbook amount of plane geometry,
it was found that only 8 of the 76 institutions hold precisely that'
norm for their admission requirement. Nine institutions require
this norm with the omission from the algebra of ratio and proportion,
progressions, and the binomial theorem; 5 institutions require the
norm thus restricted in the algebra, but add the usual textbook
amount oil solid geometry; and 10 institutions demand the full norm
with solid geometry added. The lightest admission requirement
made consists of algebra to (but not including) quadratics, with no
geometry; this is held by two institutions. The heaviest minimum
admission requirement made consists of the norm with solid gponaetry,
plane trigonometty, and advanced algebra (including Homer's
method and determinants.) added; this requirement was found in
only a single instance as the lowest which the ,institution holds.
The remaining 31 varieties of admission requirements range between
the two extreme lists just given and are held in every instance by a
single institution knly. It is true that the differences are in many
cases very slight and may sometimes amount actually to nothing
more than a variety in the form of statement. That so great diversity
of statement of requirements should exist seems to many instructors
unfortunate, and a movement has recently made rapid progress in
New England w i has for its goal the securing of -uniformity- of
definition of ad I sion requirements in mathematics in all the New
England colleges and universities, the form of definition adopted
being that published (in December, 1909) by the College Entrance
Examination Board.

The investigation of the admission requirements shows further
that advanced algebra (algebra beyond quadratics) is made a require-
ment for admission in 8 institutions, a requirement for admission
to the scientific course in 2, and an optional admission subject in 2.
Solid geometry, similarly, is required by 32 institutions, while ft)is
necessary for admission to the scientific course in 6 other institutions,
and is an optional admission requirement in 6. Finally, plane trig-
onometry is required by 17 institutions, while 4 additional make it
necessary for admission to the scientific course and 7 make it an
optional admission subject.

QUALITY OF PREPARATION IN MATHEMATICS.

The men's colleges and universities maintain in general that the
preparation in mathematics shown by their freshmen is very unsatis:
factory. While an occasional individual professor feels that it is
"fair" and that it "has improved within the last 10 yeitrs," the
great consensus is to the effect that the students are "lamentably
weak" in algebra, and are "in general but poorly prepared to do
college work in mathematics." One of the .more kindly criticisms
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is as follows: "The failures in the prescribed algebra are due chiefly
to ignorance of the ordinary processes of algebra, and to lack of skill
in dealing with ordinary algebraic expressions. In geoinet, the
difficulty is not that candidates can not solve hard originals, but
that they can not Solve easy ones, and that they do not know the
book work." Again, "In algebra many students not only lack
facility in algebraic transformations, but seem not to have an intelli-
gent grasp of the principles underlying such operations." There
appears to be general agreement that the student. lacks "power in
the manipulation of radical forms and fractional and negative eipo-
nents" and that he is not able, as he may fairly be expected to be,
to solve the quadratic equation. Many are wondering whether the
preparatory-school teacher, in a desire to find entertainment for the
student, is not employing too much of his time in useless problems
and far too little in thorough drill in the fundamental operations
of algebra. Plainly, it can hardly be too much to ask of the prepara-
tory-school graduate that he be able 'to solve a quadratic equation
t wice out of three trials; yet few can do so well as that.

No general charige in the scope of the admission requirements in
mathematics has taken place within 10 years. Some colleges haves
increased their requirement by the addition of solid geometry and
few indicate as desirable in the near future any change except that
solid geometry should be so, added to the present requirements.

UNDERGRADUATE REQUIRED COURSES 'IN MATHEMATICS.

It is difficult to find any combination of subjects that can serve as a
norm for the requirement in mathematics made of undergraduates
in the 76 institutions or for the elective courses offered in that sub-
ject. The only case of entire agreement as to the requirement in
mathematics in college is that found in the cases of two institutions
that make no requigement whatevder in that subject. The remaining
74 institutions announce in their catalogues 74 different requirements,
different in the subjects required or, if the subjects are nominally the
same, materially different as to the ground covered in them. One
institution prescribes no mathematics and offers no elective work
in that subject in its B. A. course. In another institution, the entire
course in mathematics is of so elementary a character as to bring
the student to trigonometry as the most advanced subject of senior
year. A third college includes no other mathematics in its cunictilum
than a two-hour course for one year in plane trigonometry. If, for a
measure of the time devoted to a codrse, year-hour be defined to mean
the equivalent of an hour a week for a year, a fourth institution
requires a total of 13i year-hours of mathematics in its B. S..eourse
and a fifth institution prescribes as a requirement of the B. A. course
the following amounts of collegiate courses in mathematics: plane
trigonometry, 2 year-hours, algebra 2, plane analytic geometry 3,
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Wean 5, spherical trigonometry 2, and solid analytic geometry 1,
making a total of 15 ykar-hours. This amount comprises about one-
fourth 'of the total. requirement for the degree and is the largest
requirement in mathematics found among all the institutions con-
sidered. Plane trigonometry is required more generally than any
other mathematical subject; it is prescribed in the curricula or
portions of the curricula of 67 institutions and the amount of' time
devoted to it varies in the different colleges from. one-half to 3 year-,
hours, the various amounts of time in year-hours being , 1, 11, 1i,
1i, 11, 2, 2i, 3. Advanced algebra is a required subject in 54
institutions, with the amount of time in year-hours devoted to it
ranging thus, 1, 11, 1i, 1 i, 11, g, 21, 2i, 3. Solid geometry is a pre-
scribed course in 48 institutions with its amounts of time the same a§
those given above for plane trigonometry.

War

NPRM OF COLLEGIATE REQUIREMENT.

The most commonly found combination of college subjects in
mathematics.is that of advanced algebra, solid geometry, and plane
trigonometry. Exactly half of the 76 institutions prescribe this
combination and the amounts ,of time in year-hours devoted to it
are 3 (Including spherical trigonometry), 3, 33, 4, 41, 41, 5, 5i, 6, 8
(including spherical trigonometry). If a norm of college require-
ments in mathematics is to be selected, it must undoubtedly com-
prise these three subjects and these alone.

The following table shows, for the 76 institutions, the number
that require the mathematical subjects indicated, in the curriculum
leading to the degree of B. A. and perhaps other degrees also, or in
the curriculum leading to some other degree than B. A. while not
requiring them for the B. A.

Subject.

Plane analytic geometry
Spherical trigonometry
Calculus
Surveying
Mechanics
Solid analytic geometry
Differential equations
Navigation
Theory of equations
Descriptive geometry
Determinants
Projective geometry

4

Required for Required for
A., etc. other &grecs, butB. A - not. for B. A.

Institutions.
41

37

19

9

7

7

2

1

Institutions.
16

6

18

4
8

3

2

2

3

2
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As a requirement in college, plane analytic geometry takes pre-
cedence over spherical trigonometry, while either is more commonly
prescribed than calculus. These three subjects form a combination
standing as a distant second to the group, advanced' algebra, solid
geometry, and plane trigonometry, in the frequency of its use as a
college requiiement: Another combination of three subjects which-
stand remotely next in the order of their requirement is made up of
surveying, mechanics, and solid analytic geometry. There is no
general recognition whatever "of any other mathematical subjects as
suitable ones for a requirement in undergraduate study.

UNDERGRADUATE ELECTIVE COURSES IN MATHEMATICS.

In the matter of elective courses, there is general agreement on
the calculus, and elective courses in it are offered by 53 of the 76
institutions. Next in order, as Subjects of elective study, seam'
plane analytic geometry, offered in 36 institutions (and required in
others)) differential equations, offered in 26, mechanics in 23, and
solid analytic geometry in 22. For the rest of the elective courses,
15 institutions offer theory of equations, 14 Ilescriptive geometry,
14 surveying, 13 determinants, .8 algebra, 8 spherical trigonometry,
8 projective geometry, 7. mechanical drawing, S plane trigonometry,
5 modern analytic geometry, 5 history of mathematics, 3 theory of
functions, 3 quaternions, 2 modern higher algebra, 2 solid geometry,
2 vector analysis; and single institutions offer courses in many
other subjects. ltogether 40 76 institutions offer 123 varieties of
elective courses.

INFLUENCE OF OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

While some attempt is made in most mathematical departments to
adjust the work.to the needs of other departments,. particularly the
departments of physics and astronomy, it is not frequently found
necessary to alter any mathematical course in any marked way for
this purpose. The elementary training which is found to be best for
the student of pure mathematics is regaqed by most teachers as best
for the student of applied mathematics also. Some attempt is made
in most courses, and particululy in the calculus, to find such prob-
lems as have immediate application in physics: and astronomy, if such
problems suit the mathematical needs of the case; and in this warthe
interests of the kindred departments are served. But, while indi-
rect1.y contributing thus to the teaching of other sciences, it is the
belief of most teachers of ,mathematics that astronomy and physics,
as such, should be taught by the professors of those sciences rather
than made a part of the courses in mathematics. The applications
used in the mathematical courses have the emphasis placed on the
mathematics of the problem rather than its physics or its astronomy;
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and an application sought toolar from the field of mathematies 'may
fail of its purpose as an illustration of matheinatical principles.

Some correlation of courses in mathematics and engineering is
attempted in. many institutions where both are taught, but this
attempt is not carried so far as materially to alter the ground covered.
,There is no ground for believing that the mathematical curriculum is
restricted by the congestion of subject matter in the engineering
courses. In a few institutions the departments of applied science
prefer to give the instruction in mathematics which their students
need. In the majority ()teases the mathematical courses, as far as to
include the calculus and differential equations, are taken by the
technological students.

RECENT CHANGES.

The changes of the past 10 years have involved the substitution of
the eleOtive for the required systein in mathematics in some inititu-
tioni, thi3reby lessening the number of students in the mathematics
cArses; the introduction of more courses in the application of
mathematics, surveying, mechanical drawing, ;hetes.; and the accept-
ance of a wider range of admission subjects, with the consepient adjust-
thent of the college courses to a greater variety of preparation in
mathematics.

AIMS OF TEACHING.

The aims in the teaching of inathematics are staff Nby the teachers
as comprising, first, the developthent of analytical power and logical
keenness, and, secondly, the advancement in mathematical dexterity
and accuracy in computation. The.making of expert mathematicians
is avowedly regarded as subordinate, in some of the colleges, to the
development of mathematical power as -a means of culture. Com-
Aaint is offered in some quarters on the ground that the average stu-
dent who does not find mathematics an attractive subject obtains
little advantage of any sort in the required study of it. Some
teachers aim at the development of different powers in the study of
different mathematical questions, laying emphasis on accura,cy in
computation in logarithms, on mathematical dexterity in analytical
trigonometry and parts of the Calculus, on analytical poier in
analytical geometry and mechanics, etc. It is interesting to find
that many teachers .of mathematics attache great importance to the
cultural value of the study of their subject. .One professor writes
thus: "Students who go far enough in the study of mathematics and
who give it their interest its well as their time gain immensely in
resourcefulness, and I am inclined to believe that the gain in general
culture (especially if the teaching is done somewhat with this aim) is
far more than is generally supposed." One notes that the study of
mathematics, with emphasis on its analytical reasoning, influences the
whole habit of mind of the student and affects his entire education.
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cussitoobt =mops.
In one of the large unifemities which have reported their methods,

it is found that "oral recitations and blackboard. work for _the student
are little tried. Lectures with .problem work and written tests are
used in most of the courses.7 It is. perhaps because it,..is difficult
in very large classes to .apply methods of oral recitation and of much
solving of problems on the blackboard -in the classroom by.the student,
that_ the large institutions have so little of that work . In the colleges.
there is ordinarily no formal giving of lectures in any of thelovier
courses, but much time is devoted to the quizzing of the students and
to the solving of problems by the students at the blackboard. Tn
some of the leading -colleges a portion of the exercise is ordinarily
devoted to a presentation of the subject oldie next lesson, with.much
questioning of the students after such a fashion as to convince the
studerkt that he is assisting at the rediscovery of mathematical
truths; in the more advanced courses thiii method develops into a form
of lecturing, which is very informal,. but suffices s even in courses
where no textbook. is used. This encouragement. of the. attitude
of discovery on the part of the student is one of the most hopeful
signs of the present time in the mathematical world. In most of the
institutions there appears to be very little use .made any longer of
formal reciting of rules committed to :memory from the textbook;
the recitation is regularly in the words of the students.

In very recent years a strong movement his made itself felt toward
lessening the size of divisions in 'mathematics classes. In some insti-
tutions as many as 12 'divisions are made of a class of 180 freshmen
for their work in mathematics, with the consequent possibility of
having the entire division at the blackboards at (mice. .The enthusi-
asm of the teachers as to the advantages of this arrangement of very
small divisions in all work in mathematics, in the institutions where
it has been tried, Makes one feel that it ,is a misfortune, if n. ot a great
mistake, to have to teach nutthenialics to divisions numbering more
thin 20. While the possibility of much informal conference between
teacher and pupil is regarded as most desirable, few ipstituti«
make any use elso-called seminar methods of teaching mathematics
to, undergraduates; such methods are in use in the teaching of grad-
uates, . With the lessening of the requirement of the tormal recital
of rules from niemory, there has come a more widely prevalent
custom of the assignment of problems to be handed in by the student
as evidence of the 'work done outside the classroomi, and of the impo-
sition of frequent writ ten tests in.the classroom.

PROGRAMS.

Definite programs of elementary courses are prepared in advance
in somewhat more than half the institutions from which reports
have come. In perhaps half of the institutions where such programs
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are* fiesta copies are placed in the hands of the studenti
in th0..:other iStittitiOns, such progran3s are for the use of teachers
only Where no .programs are 'prepared,. textbooks are .regularly
used as: the basis of the classrobm work. .

DETERMINATION OF FINAL GRADES.

The tendency of*tecent years has been to attach more and more
weight to the terni work, 4s compare& with the filial examination,
in (it ermining the final grade. Mile some of thee. institutions con-
ei4ered attacit equal weighfato thfi term work and tot -final test,
none gives greater weight to the latter than to the former, and the
great majority of institutions let the term work count for consider-.
ably more' than half in determining the final standing. In some
institutions the apportioning of weights dilfeN greatly in the various
mathematical courses according to The subject studied and th-cliiiith
ods used. The- term work regularly includ.es,- as. the basis forfieter-
mining its mark, not only the oral recitations, but also the black-
board work, the problems 'solved, outside the classroom, and the
occasional tests. 4 .

INDEPENDENCE IN PROBLEM WORK.
.

in some instkutions very great care. ih taken to encourage inde-
pendenCe in the solving of iiioblems; this is' carried to the extent of

to each student a different set of problems for outside. work
end of criticising with much thoroukhness and returning all written
work, all .this 'being done by the instructor' in charge of the clips,
without the .help of a4,.assi.4tant. The honor system is sometimes
made to include the spiving of problems outside the classroom, so
that the student works under a pledge Of honesty. Rigorous. dis-
ciplinary measures are used in a few colleges to secure independent
work, while in others the statement of the student as to the number
a the assighed problems which he has solved is accepted- without
further verification than that afforded by the recitation exercise.

The work .of examining the prol?lems submitted in writing by the
student falls in some instances to an assistant, sometimete himself an
undergraduate, but it is still the general rule that the man in charge
of the course 'attends to all this work, Although.* nearly all .the
small institutions problems are assigned for, daily .Work outside the
classroom and are carefully examined by the instructor, yet some of
the instructors_ in the larger institutions assign no' problems whatever
for outside work, appear to attach no importance to independence
in problem work, and take do steps to secure it.

PERSONAL 'CONTERINCES WITH STUDENT&

Thee attitude of passive consent on the part of the instructor to a
personal conference, when one is sought by the student, has been
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changed of late years to a position of definit* rectuifing conferences,
either with each student iidividually, or with such students as ch0061)
to Come in response ,to a general invitation. Some teachers are rwit-.
larly available in the. claroom it suitable hours each week
sultation" and find thoselours in great .deniand on the part of their
pupils; other tetchers make the same attempt but meet with little.
response from their classes. That an instructor's time should be
held so largely at the- disposal of any. earnest student !narks Some-
what of change in recent years. It is generally beliived that shis
investment of an instructor's time and .energy is a productive aim.
Its chief danger lies in the fact tat, in the intimacy of the _Onions'.
conference, a kind-hearted .iEstruMor often finds di cult to retraili
from doing the lazy studinit% work for him,

AMOUNT OF TEAcHING.

The average number of hours of clsroom instruction-given bf
the individual teacher is 11; the largest found in the reports is 20,
and the smallest regular nuLaber, in some of the larger institutions,
is 9. Members of the mat hethatical staff are ordinal* given a gene-
ous share in administrative work and the duties of the average pro-
fessor of mathematics are much increased from that source. Few,
if any, other svibjects are so largely represented in the administra-
tive offices of the colleges and universities,

SIZE OF CLASSES.

The sizes of divisions in the classes in mathematics, range 'from 60
to 20 (nith 30 for the average) in the elementary courses and from
20 to 3 ,or 4 in the advanced courses. In gineral, the larger
sions are found in the larger institutions,

*I.

USE OF MODELS.

Models are used to some extent in nearly all institutions, while in
a very few they are made by the students. Szr.44),,p.rofessors. of mathep-
matics object to *involved or intricately fashlosed. models, feeling
that thereby the student has his attention dravqt .away from the
mathematical 'point at ',issue. Although few institutions possessed
any models at all .20 years ago, it, is encouraging to aiscover 'that,
excellent eolledions of them are -now' found in many. of the smaller
colleges.

,

LABORATORY METHODS.

Courses in mechanical drawing are now given in many colleges and
universities, and it is in these courses only that anything of the
nature of laboratory work is reported as required in mathematics.

Tables of formulas are allowed to the student in the classroom in
many institutions. The more aim* and frequently used formulas
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only are learned, and the student is encouraged to devote his atten-
tion to becoming expert in applying the more difficult formulas in
the tables without memorizing them.

PRESENT TENDENCIES.

The increase of conference methods, the elimination of mere
memorizing, the attempt to make problems and illustrations more
than mere puzzles, and to show the widest application of the m'athe-
matics taughtthese are the lines of change of the past 10 years
and of the *sent. Less praiseworthy changes mentioned are the
use of such methods of presentation of the mathematical subjects
as to secure less concentration of mind and less of patient labor than
formerlya criticism evidently intended to apply to the so-called
lecture method, which, fortunately, is not in general use. A ten-
dency to make the connection between different mathematical
subjects plain and close, amounting in some instances to the teaching
of higher algebra, analytical geometry, and calculus in a single
course with a single textbook prepared for the purpose is one of
the noteworthy movements of the present time in mathematics.

other movement of perhaps still. greater, promise is that which
at the development in the student s mind of the attitude of-

the explorer, through teaching him to discover mathtmatical facts
for himself, rather than to learn them from some textBook.

PREPARATION OF TEACHERS.

There is general agreement that a good undergraduate course in
arts, followed by a graduate course in mathematics leading to the
degree of Ph. D., provides the best preparatory study for the work
of teaching mathematics. Much importance is attached to

in teaching, with experience in college usually preferred torthat
of the preparatory school. Some colleges refuse to appoint an
inexperienced teacher, and few institutions will fill any, save the
very lowest places, with those who have never taught. Many
believe that the course. of graduate study should not be completed
until there has been at least a year devoted to teaching, since "the
successful teacher must know two things, his subject and his 'pupil.
He should not try to learn all of the one before he begins the earnest
study of the other." *Although great weight is given ..to scholarship
in the fining Of most professorships, one professor writes: "I would
not belittle research work, but the most of our teachers should be
,devoted to teaching and not to 'research primarily. A teacher
should have broad training, an invigorating personality, and broad
sympathies. I believe great devotion, save in rare .instances, to
research makes one narrow and selfish." Fortunately, it is gen.-

J. era believed that devotion; to research keeps the enthusiasm of
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the teacher alive and insures a certain vitality in his Instruction
which is of the greatest value to his students. The teacher who
years ago ceased to study is.n.ot likely to kindle in others a whole-
some enthusiasm for intellectual work. A subject becomes dull
when presented by a man who is not participating in its active
development but only marking time While actual engineering
experience is regarded desirable, it is declared by the majority not
essential; only a single professor, himself an engineer, states that it
is absolutely necessary to the best training for the .mathematics
teacher's life. The report of the head of a department which con-
tains. ,no men with doctor's degrees implies that a single year of
graduate study affords ample opportunity for preparation. One
worthy professor maintains that the chief qualities . necessary to
success in the teaching of mathematics are " good sense and good
citizenship." A single professor speaks of. graduate study abroad
as though it contained any special merit; would. not many hav'e
thought a score of years ago that it must be ".abroad ". to be graduate
study at all ?

The establishment in this country, under the leidership of the Johns
Hopkins University, of several excellent graduate schools LS one of the
most helpful movements of recent years for the-work of our colleges in
mathematics. Not.only are, the courses which these institutions offer
comparable in their scope and in the ability of the men who give them
with the best to be found in other lands, *Sut" the teacher of mathe-
matics who has done his graduate work in an American institution
has the great advantage of being able to maintain a close relation with
his graduate teachers throughout his life. This intimate connection
with a graduate school is of very great help to the teacher.

Opinion is divided regarding the wisdom of a 'special attempt, on
the part of .technological schools and departments to prepare students
for mathematical. teaching and to encourage those teclmOlogical stu-
dents who show exceptional ability to specialize mathematics.:
Most heads of departments feel that the. course in aria affords the best
preparation for the mathematics teachr; but the dearth of good elm-
didates for the .many vacancies in mathematics which occur. each
year offers a strong 'argument. for. the encouragement of the techno-
logical students in preparation for teaching.

12.1;

-a

COURSES IN PEDAGOGY.

There is a universal feeling that courses in the pedagogy of mathe-
matics are of very small advantage to the future college teacher.
Those professors who are willing to see such courses. introduced
specify either th' they should be in addition to all the present
courses in mathematics and not a substitute for any purely maihe-0
matical subject, or that they should be introduced only to Satisfy the
imperative demand of the schools.

4
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A wiser view seems to be that which argues that the college teacher
can *ell afford to spend some time in learning the best methods of
teaching, whatever his subject; and that a course in the pedagogy of
mathematics will be of very great value to the teacher of mathematics
when the- 'graduate school or university shall have developed a course
suited to his needs. There appears to be sufficient material at hand,
and it is strange that no American institution has solved the prob-
lem of a course in mathematical pedagogy in such a manner as to ap-
peal to the professor of mathematics.

CHANGE OF PERSONNEL.

The rate of change in the mathematical staff of a college or uni-
versity appears not to be large. In a fairly representative list of 12
institutions which have 52 men in their departments of mathematics,
only 101 different men have been in service during the past 10 years.
One college which ordinarily has a staff of 3 men has had 10 different
men during that period, while a large university with a staff of 11 men
has had only 15 different men since 1899. The rate of change appears
to be considerably larger in the institutions with low salaries than in
those where the salaries are more nearly adequate to a man's need.

PERMANENCY IN POSITIONS OF LOW RANK.

The great majority of the men answering the questionnaire believe
that there should be no permanent or protracted retention of, teachers
below the rank of assistant iofes.sor. No man should be continued
in college teaching who fail 'to prove himself well fitted for his task.
Surely a man who is well fi ed should be given no less in rank or salary
than the full professor n v receives.

SUB.COMMItTEE 2. WOMEN'S COLLEGES.

INTRODUCTORY.

The following r ort is based upon replies to a set of 45 questions
sent to the folio lig colleges for women: Bryn Mawr College, Bryn
Mawr, Pa.; Elmira College, Elmira, N. Y.; Goucher College, Balti-
more, Md.; Racrcliffe Collgge, Cambridge, Mass..; Rockford College,
Rockford, Ill.; Smith College, Northampton, UM.; Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, 'N. Y.; Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.; Wells Col-
lege, Aurora, N. Y.

ORGANIZATION.

1. Mathematical 8taff.The number of teachers engaged in mathe-
matical instruction in each, college varies from 1 to 7. In general
there is one professor in charge of the department, with associate
professors, instructors, and assistants. In colleges not affiliated with
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universities the professors are women (with two exceptions), and all
other instructors. (with one exception) are women.

.2. Method of appointment. Members of the department are
appOinted by the trustees on the recommendation of the president,
and, in some cases, of the head of the department.

3. Restrictions on work.A general supervision of courses is exer-
-cised by the governing board of the college, which in some cases limits
the amount of Work. that can be required of students, passes upon
new courses proposed by the department, makes regulations as to
examinations, etc.

4. Responsibility of the head of the department. In most cases the
professor in charge Of the department is responsible to the college
authorities for the conduet of the work of the entire department, but
confers with the other members on questions of method, textbooks,
etc.

5. Division of work.-1--The fact that a one-year course. in inathe-
matics is required. hat. almost every college of this group necessitates
a far larger proportion of. Students in elementary courses than in ad-
vanced courses.- The elective work is generally carried by the senior
teachers, though in some colleges an effort is made to divide the
required and elective work evenly among all the teachers.

6. Department medings.-43epartment/meetings. seem to be em-
ployed mainly for discussion of work:

. Chiinges in organization. Practically no changes in organiza-
tion have been made lately or are now contemplated.

CURRICULUM.

1. Requirements for admission. The usual requirement for admis-
tion to these colleges is two and one -half or three units, idcluding
elementary algebra through quadratics, ratio, proportion, the pro-
gressions; and plane geometry with much work in the solution of
original exercises. These requirements have been practically . un-
changed for many years.

2. Age at entrance.The age of the students at entrance is 16 to
181 years.

3. Defects in preparation.The chief defects, noted are lack of inde-
pendent thinking and of accuracy, and rustiness in Algebra, which
seems to be less satisfactorily taught in preparatory schools than
geometry.

4. College courses.Every cbilege offers work in .solid geometry,
advanced algebra, trigonometry, analytical geometry, and
Other subjects offered in all but some of the imallQr colleges are pro-
jective geometry, modern geometry,' curve tracing,_ differential equa-
tions, advanced calculus. Some also offer, courses in quaternions,
theory of functions,- modern ; .! :bra; modern geometry, rational
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mechanics, celestial mechanics, history of mathematics; two colleges
report some work in mathematical drawing.

5. 'Textbooks. The textbooks mentioned as in use are the sam
that Are found in similar lists prepared for men's colleges. Textbooks
in mathematics for women are unknown in the United States.

6. Applications ofmathematics.In only a few colleges is an effort
made to meet the needs of other departments dependent on m_ athe-
matical preparation. There-seems to be little systematic effort made
to apply the principles of pure mathematics to physics, etc., though
applications made in ordinary textbooks are studied. Three col-
loges report work in applied mathematics.

7. Changes in curriculum.The sttindard courses have changed
little; new courses are introduced as opportunity is offered.

AIMS AND METHODS OF TEACHING.

1. Place of. em '&---Emphasis is laid upon independence of
thought, self-relia ce, accuracy, the cultivation of the reasoning
powers, insight 'O, discernment; the stage of advaneement of the
student and 4he individuality of the teacher determining which shall
be foremost in any given course.

2. Conduct of classes.Wide divergence of method is reported ;

some emphasize oral recitations and blackboard work, some lectures.
The former seems to be oftenest. used for immature students, the
latter for advanced. students, while. with graduate students the
seminar method' is employed. Work submitted by the students,
often at each appointment, is returned to them after being criticized
by the instructor. The importance of independence in such work is
generally strongly emphasized.

3. Teats. Tests are made by frequent written work and by final
written examinations, and the final record of the ,studentli' work is
determined both by these tests and by. the daily Work.

ConferinCe8.7--Conferences with students are not arranged
according to any regular system, but instructors hold office hours or
arrange for interviews as needed for advice or assistance.

5. Amount of work.The amount of work. carried by each teacher
varies in different institutions from g to 18 hours each week.

6. Size of cla,eses.SO far. as reports are given, the number of
students in a single division of required work varies from 20 to 33.
In advanced classes the variation is still greater,. but the numbers are
in general smaller.

7 Use of models.Half the total 'imbiber of colleges report that
models are made by the students. Ralf report regular use of a

collection of models in all geometiicid work.
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PREPARATION OF TEACHERS.

Those colleges which replied to this question report unanimously
on the requirement of graduate study.. - Some emphasize the neces-
sity for successful experience in secondary schools.

In general 'little divergence is found between the men's colleges
and the women's colleges as regards the above points, and particu-
larly requirements for admission and general content of courses.
The most marked difference is probably in short courses planned for
engineering and scientific students. In the women's colleges the
only reason for electing work in mathematics is a genuine interest in
the subject; it is rarely studied as a means to an end.

SUBCOMMITTEE 3. COEDUCATIONAL COLLEGES.

This report on the teaching of mathematics in coeducational col-
leges and universities is based on an examination of the catalogues
of .a large number of such schools and on the replies to questions
sent out to the heads of mathematical departments- in institutions
of various ranks. An effort has been made to secure information
from institutions which are widely representative, and to this end
inquiries were sent to the larger State universities, all of which are
coeducational, several large institutions on independent foundations,
and many smaller colleges. Two sets of questions were submitted:
First, .a general list intended to cover the facts of the preparation And
experience of teachers, the organization of departments, the plan of
the courses of study, and the methods of instruction; and second,
a list designed to elicit information on the special topic of coeducation.

To the first series of questions replies were received from 32, insti-
tutions, of which 5 were State universities, while the remaining 27
included colleges and universities of all ranks and widely distributed.
The information obtained may thus be said to fairly represent con-
ditions of mathematical instruction in the class of institutions covered'
by this report. From the data at hand it would appear that thee
general conditions of mathematical instruction in coeducational col-
leges and universities do not differ materially from those in institu-
tions for men alone. The staff trdinarily consists of a professor
with supervisory powers and responsibilities, appointed for an
indefinite period, and associated with him one or more of the same
rank but with less responsibility. Xext are associate and assistant
professors appointed for a period of three or five years; then follow'
instructors on annual 'appointments and with little responsibility
other than the immediate work of teaching. With minor variations
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this is the organization of the department staff in all American col-
leges. In some instances, however, the eitaff selects its own admin-
istrative head, but Such instances are rare. Appointments are madeby the governing board oftlie university or college on the nomination
of the president after consultation with the head of the department.Of the preparation. of the teaching staff it may be noted 'that hrthe 32 institutions reporting the Aggregate staff was 97, and of the.
whole number, 37, or slightly more than one-third, had 'attained the
doctor's degree. The distribution of men of the best preparation is
quite uneven, some being found in small colleges with few students,but the largest percentage of those with doctor's degrees, as mightbe expected,- are in the largest and most aggressive institutions.There is wide difference of opinion among those reporting as to
the importance of pedagogical training for the young instructor, the*
larger institutions apparently putting the emphasis on scholarly

. attainment and the smaller colleges in general attaching importance
to teaching ability and skill in classroom manipulation. All agree,
however, that a year or two of experience as. teacher in a secondary
school is a valuable asset in the college or. university instructor,
though perhaps not in the minds of all the most valuable,

The method of instruction employed varies with the topic. andwith the advancement of the pupil. For dernentary courses class-
room exercises and rentations prevail. This method is ordinarily
carried through the introductory courses in analytical geometry and
the 434Icultis, but for more advanced courses the usual procedure isfor the instructor to lecture on discrete topics, accompanying hislectures by quizzes- and written exercises. In elementary courses
the classes are usually limited in number to 25 or 30 persmis, and
where more than this number are taking the same subject duplicate
sections-are formed. The seminary method is used in most advanced
courses, and especially in graduate courses.

For admisiion to college classes the mathematical requiiethent is
almost uniformly a knowledge of plane geometry and of algebra sofar as to include quadratic equaticins. This* knowledge may be
acquired in a secondary tichOol in two and one-half rani, one and
one-half years being given to algebra and one year tdigeometry. A
feir coeducational colleges require also solid geometry for admission.er the student is admitted to the college or university there. is
more divergence in the requirement'. About two-thirds (4 the insti-
tutions reportiiig require mathemitioal study of all students during
their 'first year, the 'remaining one-third perm*.a substitution of
physics, astronomy, or some,othei science. Of, thiSubjects reqiiired,
plane trigonometry is most common; in .fact, is almost universal.With it appear solid geometry. when not required for admission, 'a
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more advanced course in algebra, and, in a few instances, an ele-
mentary course in analytical geometry. There is no instance in a
coeducational school of the calculus being required of all students.

The special inquiries on the relative attit. 'le of men and women
toward mathematical study show that in the 23 institutions reporting
on this subject, there was an average of 58 per cent of men and 42
per cent of women in the courses required of ai: students, and in
elective courses there were 62 per cent of men and '38 per cent of
women. Though these percentages of required and elective courses
show no marked difference, they seem to indicate that .while a fair
proportion of women left to their own choice will select mathematical
studies in preference to others, the proportion, is not so great as
among men.

The selection of courses in any science is a fair index to the tastes
of students. 'Even though it may be said that the courses, are
followed for utilitarian purpostis, for example, for. engineering on
the one hand or for teaching on the other, still the native taste of the
student, whether 'for this science or that, influences the choice of
occupation. Except for a fondness for mathematical reasoning, the
young man will seldom choose the profession of astronomer or
engineer in preference to that of historian or linguist, and neither
man nor woman chooses to teach mathematics tin preference to
languages except for pleasure in the subject matter itself: On this
basis, then, though it may be claimeci that mathematics is studied
chiefly for utilitarian purposes, we find little difference between men
and women in their natural inclinations toward the science.

As to ability in the pursuit of mathematics, the consensus of those
reporting again seems to be that .no marked differerice exists, so far
at least as is shown in the more .elementary courses of the ordinary
college curriculum. The mode of approach is sometimes different,
the women being more bookish, the men more independent and
original, and this condition tends to carry mten filtrther into motile-
matical.study and to developa difference in later and moire Advanced
courses, but the evidence even on this point is not clear. One
reporter in a State university says: "In recent years the greater
number of students in advanced mathematics have been women, The
women have, moreover, averaged better than the comparatively. few
men, but the best student in nearly every class has been a man."
Another- in a similar institution says, " Formerly the men were
plainly stronger on the average than the women. Now in my classes
the womeli probably three times out of four lead the,men."

In response to an inquiry as to a preference by women for geometry
over analysis or the contrary, the replies are practically unanimous
that no such preference is shown. One person reporting states that
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.11-Women do in some measure .prefer geometry," but in tc main
ther9 is an agreement of `` no difference between ..Inen and women.
Sex has nothing to do with it," as far as choice of subject is c ncerned.
Men and Women for the most- part meet in the same classes and
-receive the same instruction. If for convenience or for tempera-
mental reasons, classes are organized for the sexes separately,aas is
done in some colleges, the methods of instruction, and the subject
meter covered are identical.

It may be truly said that this investigation has developed nothing
that would indicate a tangible difference between men and women
in mathematical ability or taste, and the colleges are treating them
alike in methods of instruction and in quality and quantity of work
demanded. Still-lt-remains that most teacluts, are conscious of a
certain difference in the mental attitude as shown by a woman
by a man toward a mathematical problem... %Unit that. difference is
can not 'be easily, tiefinedi but man's approach ,has In it a certain

. .

ruggedness which is lackinglit the approach of a woman. The latter
is sometimes more effective, and the Woman will frequentlfsurpass
the man in mental acumen, but still there is a difference, and this
fact leads naturally to the inquiry, iiöw that it has 'been demonstrated
by many years of education .side by side that women can do mathe-
matically what man can do, if there should not be in' the near future
some differentiation in college courses, in subject,niatfer or in.methud,
which will emphasize and develop that proper. sex 'difference which
is so generally. recognized.
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